“Mentoring is the highest form of leadership. To be invited to serve as a guide
and wisdom source for one who seeks to learn, is not only a notable
commendation, it is a unique life privilege.” Jeffrey Patnaude

The Virtual Hero Mentoring Development Program
In one 60 minute session per month, in the same time slot, (Ex. - 2nd Mondays from 3:00-4:00 pm EST) for
one year, each HERO learns 12 critical practices of the mentor. Then, with the assistance of a Hero Leader’s
Guide, the HERO translates and teaches the message to three Master Mentor participants of their choosing.

“You teach best what you most need to learn.” Richard Bach, Illusions
How the Hero Mentoring program works:
All participants view Introductory Video.
All hands virtual meeting of the Hero Triads with the three chosen mentees led by The Executive
Mentor for introductions and to discuss how the program works with expectations for optimal results.
Session 1 – All four participants meet with The Executive Mentor for the first lesson. The HERO and
three mentees meet two weeks following the Executive session for further discussion according to the
Hero Leader’s Guide.
Sessions 2‐5 – Hero Triad meets with The Executive Mentor 1‐on‐3 and they then translate the meaning
and message to their three mentees two weeks later using the Hero Leader’s Guide.
Pre‐work – Each Hero completes an on‐line instrument (Psy-Cap) that measures four qualities of a
mentor.
Session 6 – All four participants meet with The Executive Mentor for a review of first five Practices and
to review the instrument results of the Hero Mentor along with Session 6.
Sessions 7‐11– Heroes only meet with The Executive Mentor 1‐on‐3 and then translate the meaning and
message to three mentees two weeks later using the Hero Leader’s Guide.
Session 12 – All four participants of each group meet with The Executive Mentor for the final lesson and
a “Reflection on Experience” session to cement the learning.
Throughout the 12 month period, A Daily Reflection is sent to each participant from Jeff Patnaude's new
book: The Year of Your Transformation.

The Habits of Heroes
The Foundation
• Sit Quietly
• Love your Family
• Do What needs to be Done

The Power of Presence
• Show Up
• Pay Attention
• Tell the Truth

The Growth of Wisdom
• Honor Kindness
• Do Justice
• Release Attachment to Outcome

The Final Trilogy
• Walk Humbly
• Give Gratitude
• Learn Eternally

To enhance the learning, each lesson for the Hero and Mentee includes each of The Habits
through Visual Voice Technology TM – a medium for engaging the multiple senses by using three
learning modalities:
• Voice (Auditory/Knowledge)
• Music (Affective/Attitudinal)
• Visual pictography (Counter Intuitive)

Mentoring includes goal setting for behavioral change.

The cost of the program—3 options:
1. The Hero pays the full $1,500 monthly as a gift to the partner/customer/mentees.
2. A monthly charge of $750.00 to the Hero for 12 months with a separate monthly charge of $187.50 to
each of the three mentees for 12 months.
3. All four participants share the monthly cost at $375.00 each.
A credit card is kept on file at our accounting office for the automatic payment on the first of the month.

FAQ’s about the HERO program
1. Who should the Mentee’s be?
The choice of the Mentees is an important opportunity for you to: choose business partners with whom you would like
to deepen your relationship; choose customers whose relationship with you is key to your success; choose three
subordinates who are high potentials and headed toward serving as a future mentor; or choose three superstars who
are ready for their next challenge.

Answers to 11 more questions are available upon request.
For information, contact Jeff Patnaude at jeff@patnaude.com

